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Natural languages like English connect pronunciations with meanings. Linguistic pronunciations can be described
in ways that relate them to our motor system (e.g., to the movement of our lips and tongue). But how do linguistic meanings relate to our nonlinguistic cognitive systems? As a case study, we defend an explicit proposal about
the meaning of most by comparing it to the closely related more: whereas more expresses a comparison between
two independent subsets, most expresses a subset–superset comparison. Six experiments with adults and children
demonstrate that these subtle differences between their meanings influence how participants organize and interrogate their visual world. In otherwise identical situations, changing the word from most to more affects preferences
for picture–sentence matching (experiments 1–2), scene creation (experiments 3–4), memory for visual features
(experiment 5), and accuracy on speeded truth judgments (experiment 6). These effects support the idea that the
meanings of more and most are mental representations that provide detailed instructions to conceptual systems.
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Introduction
Human language connects pronunciations and
meanings. For spoken languages at least, the pronunciation side of things is relatively well understood. A word like cat can be thought of as a collection of instructions to the motor planning system:
particular details about how the lips and tongue
should be positioned and how airflow should be regulated to produce the string of sounds that make up
the pronunciation “cat.”1–3
Likewise, we can think of meanings as providing
instructions to our conceptual systems. In particular, sentence meanings can be viewed as cognitive
recipes: directions for how to assemble thoughts by
combining concepts that can be accessed via lexical items. But it has been difficult to investigate this
mentalistic conception of meaning empirically for

two reasons. First, the emphasis of work in formal
semantics has been on specifying conditions under
which sentences are true and has abstracted away
from psychological details concerning the format
of the representations. Second, and more importantly, meanings need to be stated in a format that is
readable by nonlinguistic cognition. Spelling out the
psycho-logical details requires a rich understanding of the cognitive systems with which meanings
interface. Only when we understand enough about
systems, such as memory, attention, and visual cognition, can we hold those systems fixed to detect
the cognitive influence of the meaning. We believe
that enough is now known to make this possible for
certain carefully chosen test cases. That is, we are
able to ask: What sorts of instructions do linguistic
meanings provide to the rest of cognition, and How
detailed are these instructions?
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For most expressions, the instruction offered by
the meaning will severely underdetermine the contours and associations of the resulting thought.
Where cat might bring to mind the concept of a
comforting companion for one speaker, for another,
it brings to mind the concept of an allergic reaction. So, while the meaning of cat seems to provide
us enough instruction to allow speakers to talk and
think about the same sort of creature, it leaves open
the precise details of the thought to be built.
On the other hand, the logical vocabulary—
including words like more and most—may provide a clearer window onto the nature of semantic
instructions. These words lend themselves to mathematically precise description,4 which allows for
the proliferation of logically equivalent yet formally
distinct specifications. Each specification constitutes an explicit psychological hypothesis about how
the expressions are represented. For example, the
English word most can be specified—and thus might
be mentally represented—in various distinct ways.
Consider two proposals about the meaning of the
sentence given in [1]: a proportional representation
given in [2], and a comparative representation given
in [3].
1. Most pianos are black
2. #(pianos & black) >
#(pianos) - #(pianos & black)
≈ the black pianos outnumber all pianos minus
the black pianos
3. #(pianos & black) >
#(pianos & ∼black)
≈ the black pianos outnumber the non-black
pianos
Both representations adequately describe the
necessary and sufficient conditions of the mostrelation. Given some pianos, both [2] and [3] will
yield the same answer about the truth of the statement in [1]. So, abstracting away from pianos and
black, either would be reasonable ways to describe
the word most. And if we take both to be empirical hypotheses about what speakers know when they
have acquired the meaning of the word, it is easy
to see how the distinct hypotheses correspond to
distinct mental states: [2] suggests that understanding a most-claim like [1] requires thinking about the
subset of black pianos with respect to the superset of
all pianos, whereas [3] suggests that it requires com2

Figure 1. Spatially intermixed (A) and spatially separated
(B) displays used in experiment 1. Participants were asked to
choose which image was a better example of a more- or mostsentence. They overwhelmingly preferred the spatially intermixed picture (A) when given the most-sentence and the spatially separated picture (B) when given the more-sentence. Two
control groups were given the same task with some-sentences,
either mentioning both colors or mentioning only one, but
showed no such strong preference.

paring the subset of black pianos and the subset of
nonblack pianos.
The experiments reported here suggest that
English-speaking adults and children understand
most in a format that implicates a proportional relation between a subset and a superset, along the lines
of [2].4–8 This stands in contrast to their understanding of more, which is more along the lines of
[3], at least in that more compares measurements of
two independent subsets.9–12 If this case study is any
indication, at least some natural language meanings
provide surprisingly precise constraints on thought
building.
Results
Consider an image containing just blue and yellow
dots, like Figure 1A or B. Given such an image,
the sentences more of the dots are blue and most of
the dots are blue will always pattern together with
respect to truth or falsity: both statements are made
true when the blue dots outnumber the yellows and
false when the yellows outnumber the blues. For this
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reason, one might expect that any image in which
blues outnumber yellows could serve as an equally
good depiction of either statement. But on the other
hand, while both Figures 1A and B can be visually
parsed as having two subsets (blue and yellow dots),
the spatially intermixed Figure 1A can be more easily parsed as a single set of dots. So, if most is paired
with a proportional representation, as in [2], the fact
that the superset is implicated might cause participants to prefer the spatially intermixed Figure 1A,
in which the superset of all dots is readily apparent
and easy to visually extract. And if more is paired
with a comparative representation, similar to [3],
participants may prefer the spatially separated Figure 1B, in which the two subsets are made salient
and easy to visually extract. This spatial separation
may hinder visual identification of the superset, but
the superset is not implicated in the comparative [3].
In experiment 1, we put this question to native
English-speaking adult participants. They were
given two pictures—one of spatially intermixed
dots (Fig. 1A) and one of spatially separated dots
(Fig. 1B)—and asked to choose which was a better example of the sentence they read. Both images
had exactly the same numerical distribution. However, participants (n = 80) preferred the spatially
separated picture given the statement there are more
blue dots than yellow dots and the spatially intermixed picture given the statement most of the dots
are blue (χ2 = 12.93, P < 0.001). Here, a linguistic difference induces a visual preference, suggesting an interaction between meaning and early-tomid level vision: the comparative (two set) or proportional (subset–superset) understanding leads to
a bias for a scene that promotes a two-set (spatially separated) or subset–superset (spatially overlapping) visual parse.
To test for a potential confound of mentioning both colors in the more-sentences and only
one in the most-sentence, a control group of participants (n = 40) was shown the same images
and asked to choose which was the better example of the statement there are some blue dots and
some yellow dots or the statement there are some
blue dots. Contrary to the prediction that the mention of both versus one set drives preferences,
we found no difference between the two groups
(χ2 = 1.95, P = 0.16). Moreover, this nonsignificant effect numerically went in the opposite direction of the experimental condition: participants
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who were given the some-sentence that only mentioned one color were numerically more likely to
choose the spatially separated image than participants who were given the some-sentence that mentioned both colors (26% versus 10%). This suggests
that, in experiment 1, it was the mention of more and
most, not the mention of one- or two-color words,
that drove the result (experiments 3b, 3e, 5, and 6
directly controlled for this worry by mentioning the
same number of colors in each condition).
The same preferences were expressed in the
reverse inference as well: in experiment 2, participants (n = 93) were shown either a spatially
intermixed or a spatially separated picture (Fig. S1,
online only) in isolation and asked to choose which
sentence better described it. Despite both sentences
being truthful descriptions of either image, participants tended to pick the more-statement given a
spatially separated picture and the most-statement
given a spatially intermixed variant (χ2 = 5.73, P <
0.05). Here, visual biases induce a preference in language, despite the sentences having the same truthconditions and containing no explicit mention of
the spatial arrangement of dots.
This phenomenon is not restricted to perception.
In experiment 3, participants (n = 200 overall; 40
per version) were given a more- or most-statement
and asked to create an image that would make it
true. They were allowed to place blue and yellow
dots on an iPad in any way they saw fit. Participants given the statement there are more blue dots
than yellow dots separated the two groups of dots
(Fig. 2A), whereas those given the statement most of
the dots are blue produced a single cluster of interspersed blue and yellow dots (Fig. 2B). That is, the
distance between the blue and yellow clusters was
significantly larger in the more condition than in the
most condition (t291.4 = 18.8, P < 0.001). Here, language induced the same spatial bias on participants’
own image creation.
This effect was found in four additional versions
of the task (Figs. S2 and S3, online only). Each
version made minor changes to the instructions,
including, in two cases, matching the surface syntax of the statements (e.g., so that the same colors
were mentioned in both conditions). Moreover, this
pattern of performance is present from a young age.
Experiment 4 replicated the picture creation task of
experiment 3 with seventy-seven 4- to 9-year-olds
(ages: 4 years, 0 months to 8 years, 10 months; mean:
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Figure 2. Results from the more (A) and most (B) conditions of one of five versions of experiment 3. Blue and yellow dots represent
dots placed by participants after being asked to make it true that there are more blue dots than yellow dots (A) or most of the dots
are blue (B) (see SI for other sentences tested). The dots are rotated and shifted to a common axis so that blue dots appear on the
right. Large blue and yellow disks represent the centroids of these clusters (n = 40).

6 years, 4 months). The result is the same: children
create images with two separate clusters given a
more-statement and images with one spatially intermixed cluster given a most-statement (t2192.4 = 19.9,
P < 0.001) (Figs. S2 and S3, online only).
To be sure, there is debate over when exactly
learners acquire most.13–15 Indeed, 17 additional
children—13 of whom were between 3 and 4 years
old—participated in the most condition but were
excluded for putting 0 yellow dots on the screen.
Though this is still a logically valid way to make it
true that most of the dots are blue, it perhaps signals
that these children did not understand the sentence
in an adult-like way, especially given that no children in the more condition behaved this way. On the
other hand, the fact that the 77 remaining children
show the same bias as adults offers some evidence
that they have an adult-like understanding of most
and more. Of course, fully describing the acquisition
of these words will require longitudinal work. At
minimum, the results of experiment 4 show that the
one- versus two-group preference found in adults
emerges relatively early and does not require a lifetime of experience with more and most.
As mentioned at the outset, there is a sense in
which the more- and most-sentences in these four
experiments carry the same significance: that the
blue dots outnumber the yellow dots. But the robust
differences in preferred scene–sentence pairing suggest that these statements connect to representations that are richer than truth conditions. In particular, most, understood as in [2], leads participants
to prefer and create images where the dots are spatially intermixed, making the superset easy to visu4

ally identify. On the other hand, more is understood
more along the lines of [3], which does not implicate the superset but does implicate both subsets.
This leads adults and children to prefer and create
images where the dots are spatially separated.
In addition to scene–sentence correspondence,
the proposed representations predict differences in
how speakers will interrogate the world for information and what they will encode in memory. For
instance, if the representation of a sentence like
more of the dots are blue mentally highlights both
the blue dots and the relevant comparison subset—
the yellow dots—then, all else being equal, participants should have better memory for the yellow dots
following a more-statement than following the minimally different most of the dots are blue.
Experiment 5 deployed this logic, testing 4- to 8year-old children (n = 250, ages: 4 years, 0 months
to 8 years, 5 months; mean: 6 years, 5 months).
They were given a simple image of blue and yellow dots (Fig. 3A) and asked questions like, Did the
blue team paint more/most of the dots? The comparison set was never mentioned: the only difference between conditions was the word more or most.
After answering this yes/no question, the dots disappeared and participants were asked to touch on
the iPad where they thought the middle of a particular set was (e.g., “Where was the middle of the
yellow dots? Touch where the middle of the yellow dots was”). Because attending to and representing a group affords knowledge of its summary
statistics,16–21 we predicted that children would better remember the centroid of the sets that were highlighted in the meaning—for example, regardless of
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Figure 3. Example image used in experiment 5 (A), distance from actual set center when asked about the unmentioned or mentioned color following a more- or most-statement (B), and individual participants’ error when asked about the unmentioned color
(C). After answering whether, for example, the blue team painted more/most of the dots, participants saw a blank screen and were
asked to touch the center of the subsets (blue and yellow). Participants in the most condition showed more error when asked about
the unmentioned color (error bars represent 95% CI). The difference between more and most seemed to be relatively stable across
the ages tested (C) (n = 236).

the quantifier (i.e., more, most), participants should
remember the center of the mentioned color set
(e.g., blue) reasonably well. And because the purported more representation in [3] highlights both
subsets (even though the linguistic prompt in this
case did not), participants in the more condition
should remember the unmentioned color set (e.g.,
yellow) just as well. But participants in the most
condition should have a worse memory representation of the unmentioned color set (e.g., yellow)
because, according to [2], most requires representing the mentioned color set (e.g., blue) and the
superset of all dots, but not the unmentioned color
set (e.g., yellow).
Consistent with these predictions, we find that
error—the distance between participants’ touch and
the true center of the set—is greater when asked
about the unmentioned set after evaluating a moststatement than when asked about the unmentioned
set after evaluating a more-statement or the mentioned set after either statement (t174.03 = 2.1,
P < 0.05; Fig. 3B). It bears repeating that the images
shown in all conditions were identical. What makes
the statements true or false—the number of blue
and yellow dots—is the same whether a participant is evaluating a more- or most-statement. And
only one color was ever mentioned in the question/statement. For these reasons, nothing about
the physical stimulus, or aspects of the sentences
other than more/most, could have led participants
to remember the center of mass of the unmentioned set better following more-statements than
following most-statements. The difference in performance, then, must arise due to how the two state-

ments are represented: the more-statement instructs
participants to directly compare the blue and yellow dots, whereas the most-statement biases them
to compare the blue dots to the superset of all dots.
Another consequence of gathering and using different information during evaluation is that participants should show distinct patterns of performance
when asked to verify more- versus most-statements.
For example, imagine seeing a display of 22 blue
dots and 9 yellow dots, as in Figure 4A. If the display is flashed so briefly that counting is impossible,
humans will rely on their Approximate Number System to approximate the cardinalities of the sets.22,23
One hallmark of this system is that the representations it produces are “noisy,” and this noise linearly increases as the numerosity being represented
increases. The more numerous the group, the more
uncertainty in the representation of its cardinality.
In this example, the yellow dots (cardinality: 9) are
represented with the most precision, the blue dots
(cardinality: 22) are represented with more variability, and the superset of all dots (cardinality: 31) is
represented with the most uncertainty of all three.
Now, imagine being asked whether more of the
dots are blue or most of the dots are blue. Given
the representations in [2] and [3], both statements
are understood as comparisons between the blue
dots and another set. But while the more-statement
calls for comparing the blue dots to the yellow dots
directly (i.e., 22 > 9), the most-statement calls for
comparing the blue dots to the result of a subtraction (i.e., 22 > 31–22). In either case, result
is the same (22 > 9), but in the most-case, more
uncertainty is introduced into the right side of the
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Figure 4. Participants in experiment 6 saw partially intermixed displays of blue and yellow dots (A) presented for 200 milliseconds. The group that evaluated the more-statement showed better accuracy at every level of difficulty (ratio) than the group that
evaluated the most-statement (B), despite the stimuli and the correct answer being identical in either case. Error bars represent
SE, and lines represent psychophysical model fits (n = 68).

inequality due to the subtraction and the larger cardinalities (31–22 versus 9). For any such display,
the direct blue–yellow comparison invited by more
will involve less uncertainty than the more indirect
and noisy blue–total comparison suggested by most.
All else being equal, then, participants should be
more accurate at evaluating more-statements compared with most-statements when faced with identical images and limited viewing time.
This prediction is borne out in experiment 6.
Adult participants (n = 68) were shown 100 partially intermixed dot displays, designed to make
the direct comparison and the proportional strategies equally viable (Fig. 4A). Each display appeared
for 200 milliseconds. Participants’ task was simply to judge one of the following statements as
true or false: the blue team painted more/most of
the dots. As predicted, both groups of participants
showed the ratio-dependent performance characteristic of the Approximate Number System (Fig. 4B;
F(4,264) = 149.5; P < 0.001). And, as predicted,
those in the more condition outperformed those in
the most condition (F(1,66) = 10.9; P < 0.01) even
though the images, the correct answers, and the surface syntax were exactly the same in either case. The
only difference was the presence of the word more or
most in the statement.
In experiment 6, we see not only that participants
did something different when faced with more- or
most-statements, but also that most-statements led
to suboptimal performance. Participants could have
6

gotten the right answer in either case by comparing blue dots to yellow dots directly or by comparing the blue dots to the superset of all dots.
As far as the visual system is concerned, a directcomparison strategy is clearly superior given these
displays, as evidenced by performance following
more-statements (Fig. 4B). But participants’ understanding of the statement and the information they
choose to gather during evaluation depends on subtle differences in the way that these words are mentally represented. Participants use the sets highlighted by these mental representations, even when
the visual system offers superior alternatives. This
subtle difference in understanding motivates participants to rely on different verification strategies,
and, when used in this way, evidence of differences
in verification strategies can be used as evidence for
differences in understanding.
Discussion
The idea that subtle differences in meaning arise
based on word choice is a familiar one. Certain situations may call for different ways of expressing the
same truth-conditional content. A scene of a fox and
a rabbit running might be described as a chasing or a
fleeing, depending on whose perspective the speaker
intends to highlight.24 Likewise, a scene where some
blue dots outnumber some yellow dots might be
described with more or most, depending on which
sets the speaker intends to highlight.
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In other words, while the sentences more of the
dots are blue and most of the dots are blue can be used
to describe the same aspects of a speaker’s environment, they nonetheless have distinct mental correlates: representation of a subset–subset relationship
(more) or of a subset–superset relationship (most).
These correlates have behavioral consequences, the
consistency of which—across both adults and children, using a variety of different probes—is surprising because there are many logical possibilities that any individual speaker could, in principle, have considered when learning these words.
For example, most could have been understood in
a way that implicates the superset or in a way that
calls for a comparison of subsets, or even one-toone correspondence.5,25 And the same can be said
of more. Different speakers might, in principle, settle
on different representations to pair with these words
and never disagree in conversation. But despite this,
we find evidence across participants and tasks that
speakers have a representation for most like [2] and
a distinct representation for more that is more in line
with [3].
To be sure, the results presented here are
between–subject comparisons, so they do not
license the strong conclusion that every speaker of
English understands most along the lines of [3]. It
might instead be that merely most speakers understand most in this way. Future within-subject versions of these tasks will aim to settle the question
empirically. But regardless of the proportion, if (at
least a majority of) speakers understand a word like
most in the same way at a fine-grained level of detail,
this raises acquisition questions of the sort highlighted by Quine’s Gavagai problem.26 Many mental representations could underlie a word like most,
presenting learners with many alternative hypotheses. And given their truth-conditional equivalence,
simply noticing the truth or falsity of any number
of most-claims will never be sufficient for a learner
to rule out those alternatives. While the details of
this language acquisition question are left for future
work, we suspect potential answers will require that
learners are equipped with substantial constraints
on the space of possible representations27–29 and an
ability to learn from more subtle properties of their
input than truth and falsity.24,30
Perhaps many, or even most, of our lexical concepts are atomic and innate.31 The lexical item
cat might correspond to an atomic concept CAT,
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which does not have the concept ANIMAL as a
part. This would make CAT and ANIMAL as logically independent as CAT and TOMATO. However,
given the results reported above, it seems unlikely
that the members of the logical vocabulary—in
particular, quantificational expressions like most—
correspond to atomic concepts. Our results suggest that speakers represent sentences like most of
the dots are blue in a particular format. This format implicates other logical concepts (e.g., cardinality, comparison, subtraction, superset, and subset), some of which are shared by other quantificational expressions (e.g., more of the dots are blue).
This leaves room for debate (and future work) concerning what the logically primitive concepts are,
and which, if any, vocabulary items express these
concepts. Uncovering such primitives will play an
important role in settling the learning question
raised above. In the meantime, though, the experiments presented above support a specific proposal
about the meaning of most that implicates notions
of subset–superset comparison and subtraction.
Jerry Fodor once remarked that “it’s an iron law
of cognitive science that, in experimental environments, definitions always behave exactly as though
they weren’t there.”31 In defiance of this iron law,
the six experiments presented above reveal apparent differences in the semantic structure of more
and most, as represented by speakers of English. We
think that Fodor’s law has been overturned, in this
case, for two reasons. First, we considered elements
of logical vocabulary, where alternative representational hypotheses are readily available and easily
testable. Second, we relied on a rich understanding
of the interfacing extralinguistic systems (e.g., visual
short-term memory, ensemble representations, and
the Approximate Number System). This strategy
makes it possible to go beyond studying the informational content of expressions (e.g., the conditions
under which they are true), and to focus on precise details of the psycho-semantic representations
underlying linguistic knowledge and use.
Materials and methods
Guidelines for testing human research participants
were followed as certified by the Johns Hopkins
University and the University of Maryland Institutional Review Boards. Participants in all experiments gave informed consent prior to viewing any
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study materials, and subjects’ rights were protected
throughout.
Experiment 1
One hundred twenty participants were recruited
on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each participant was
paid $0.20 for completing the brief survey. Participants were required to have a 90% or greater lifetime
approval rating and an IP address from the United
States, and they confirmed before starting the task
that they were born and raised in the United States
and that they speak English better than any other
language.
Following an English proficiency screener, participants received three trials of a “picture selection
task” where they were asked to read a sentence and
select which picture best exemplified it. They were
asked to make their decisions quickly and told that
we were interested in their initial intuitions. After
two filler trials (“Mary lit some candles on June’s
birthday cake” and “Two boys held three balloons”),
participants were shown the critical trial (a more- or
a most-sentence).
On the critical trial, one group of 40 participants saw the two images in Figure 1. The order
of these images was balanced across participants.
Half of those 40 participants read the sentence most
of the dots are blue and the other half read there
are more blue dots than yellow dots. Another group
of 40 participants received the same survey with
one difference: the images in Figure 1 were mirror
reversed. This was to control for any potential effect
of the blue being on the left in the spatially separated image. These two groups of participants were
collapsed across in the analysis reported in the main
text, as performance was identical in both groups.
A third group of 40 participants served as the control group. They received the same survey as the first
group, with one difference: on their critical trial, half
read there are some blue dots and the other half read
there are some blue dots and some yellow dots. As
noted above, this was to control for the fact that the
most condition mentioned only one color, while the
more condition mentioned both blue and yellow.
Experiment 2
Ninety-three Johns Hopkins University undergraduates were recruited through the Psychological &
Brain Sciences subject pool. Each student received
course credit for completing a paper-and-pencil
survey. For each item on the survey, they were asked
8

to report their “gut feeling” about which of the two
sentences better exemplified the picture they saw.
They were instructed as follows: “Both of the sentences are true descriptions of the picture. Throughout this Questionnaire, we want you to choose
which one of the two sentences is a better descriptor of the picture according to your own intuitions.”
Four filler trials were presented before the critical
more- versus most-trial. These filler questions and
the critical question are shown in Figure S1 (online
only). The critical question had two conditions: Half
of the participants saw a spatially separated picture
of gray and black dots, whereas the other half saw a
spatially intermixed image.
Experiments 3 and 4
Two hundred undergraduate students (recruited
at Johns Hopkins University and the University
of Maryland) and ninety-four 4- to 9-year-olds
(recruited at Johns Hopkins University) were given
an iPad running an app that provided a blank gray
canvas on which blue or yellow dots could be placed.
They were asked to put dots on the screen to make
a more- or most-sentence true. For the adult version, whether the experimenter demonstrated how
to place dots on the screen and the exact wording
of the critical sentences differed in each version of
the experiment (details are given in Figs. S2 and S3,
online only). For the child version, all participants
heard the same instructions: “Make it so that there
are more blue dots than yellow dots” or “Make it so
that most of the dots are blue.” As noted above, 17
children on the younger end of the age range were
excluded from the most condition for putting 0 yellow dots on the screen.
In order to normalize the dot displays produced
by participants, we determined, for each participant’s image, the center of the blue dots, the center of
the yellow dots, and the center of the superset of all
dots. Dots were rotated until the center of the blue
dots was on the right and the center of the yellow
dots was on the left. Then, they were repositioned
so that the center of the superset corresponded with
the center of the display (Fig. 2; and Figs. S2 and S3,
online only).
A measure of distance between clusters—average
silhouette width—was then computed for each condition (more, most) in each version of the task (Fig.
S3, online only). For any given dot, a large positive value indicates that the dot in question is well
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clustered with respect to dots of the same color. A
large negative value indicates that the dot in question is more likely to be a member of the other
color group. A value near zero indicates that the dot
in question would be an equally good fit for either
color group. To the extent that the average silhouette
width is higher in the more condition than the most
condition, we can conclude that the dots placed by
participants given a more-statement are more highly
separated into distinct clusters compared with dots
placed by participants given a most-statement. To
this end, we conducted Welch two sample twotailed t-tests comparing the silhouette widths in
both conditions. In each version, the average silhouette width in the more condition was greater than
that in the most condition (3a: t291.4 = 18.8, P <
0.001; 3b: t190.8 = 14.2, P < 0.001; 3c: t537.9 = 18, P <
0.001; 3d: t778.4 = 3.68, P < 0.001; 3e: t635.3 = 4.41,
P < 0.001; 4: t2192.4 = 19.9, P < 0.001).
Experiment 5
Three hundred thirty-six 4- to 8-year-olds
(recruited at Johns Hopkins University and the
University of Maryland) participated. Of these, 86
were excluded before any analysis for needing to
tap the screen multiple times to record their guess
(70), failing to understand the task (8), not being
a native English speaker (2), equipment failure (4),
or parental/sibling interference (2). Of the remaining 250 participants, 7 were then excluded from
further analysis for answering the initial yes/no
question incorrectly. Seven participants were then
removed because their guess error was greater than
3 standard deviations above the mean. This left
236 participants, 118 of whom were in the more
condition and 118 in the most condition.
Children were presented with a blank gray screen
while the experimenter said: “I’m going to show
you a picture where the blue team painted dots
and the yellow team painted dots. I need you
to say whether the {blue/yellow} team painted
{more/most} of the dots.” The experimenter tapped
on the screen revealing the dot display in Figure 3A
or the mirror reversed image and repeated “Did
the {blue/yellow} team paint {more/most} of the
dots?” until the child answered. They were encouraged regardless of their response and then shown
another gray screen, at which point the experimenter asked the participant “Do you remember
where the {blue/yellow} dots were? Where was the
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middle of the {blue/yellow} dots? Can you touch
were the middle of the {blue/yellow} dots was?”
Experiment 6
Adult participants (n = 68) were recruited through
the University of Maryland Linguistics subject pool.
Each student received course credit for their participation. Their task was to judge a statement as true
or false by pressing the T or F key on the keyboard.
Each participant read one of four statements: the
{blue/yellow} team painted {more/most} of the dots.
Before the task began, they were given two practice
trials in which the dots stayed on screen for 1 s, then
two practice trials in which the dots stayed on screen
for 250 milliseconds.
Displays consisted of between 8 and 25 equalsized dots of each color. Because one color always
had more dots than the other, there was a minimum of 17 dots and a maximum of 49 dots on the
screen in any given trial. The easiest ratio of the
“winning” color to the “losing” color was 3.125 (e.g.,
25 blue dots and 8 yellow dots); the hardest ratio
was 1.04 (e.g., 25 blue dots and 24 yellow dots). Dots
were placed on the screen so that the displays would
appear partially spatially intermixed: blue dots were
restricted to the right 80% of the display window,
whereas yellow dots were restricted to the left 80%
of the display window (Fig. 4).
The statistical comparisons reported above are
the result of a 5 (ratio bin) × 2 (more or most)
ANOVA. Ratio bins were specified as follows:
1.04–1.149, 1.15–1.3125, 1.3126–1.5625, 1.5626–
1.91, and 1.92–3.125. We excluded any trials in
which participants took longer than 10 s to respond;
however, this accounted for only 2 out of 6800 total
trials. Removing these two trials, participants took
an average of 1254 ms to respond in the most condition and an average of 1219 ms to respond in the
more condition. This difference was not significant
(t328.97 = 0.922, P = 0.36), confirming that the results
do not reflect a speed-accuracy trade-off.
Although model fits were not used for statistical
analysis, they are provided in Figure 4B. These fits
were obtained using the standard model of Approximate Number System representations: Gaussian
activations situated on a mental “number line”
whose standard deviation increases linearly with the
mean;22,23 see the appendix of Ref. 7 for a tutorial. The rate of increase of the standard deviation
is represented by the single free parameter w, so
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the Approximate Number System representation of
some numerosity, n1 , can be modeled as a Gaussian
random variable: ANSn1 ∼ N (n1 , w × n1 ).
Comparison between two Approximate Number
System representations, ANSn1 and ANSn2 , is then
modeled as Gaussian subtraction ANSn1 − ANSn2 .
The resulting distribution
has mean n1 − n2 and

standard deviation (w × n1 )2 + (w × n2 )2 . Intuitively, density of this distribution on the left of 0
indicates the likelihood of responding that n2 is
greater than n1 , whereas density to the right of 0
indicates the likelihood of responding that n1 is
greater than n2 .
The rate of
responses, then, is

√ correct
1
er f c(n1 − n2 / 2w n21 + n22 ), where erfc is
2
the complementary error function of a Gaussian.
Using this equation and maximum likelihood
estimation, a single w was fit to the raw data for
participants in the more condition (w = 0.2) and
a second w was fit for participants in the most
condition (w = 0.24).
We then added a second parameter to this model:
guess percentage, g. Intuitively, g represents any reason besides the acuity of the Approximate Number
System that might have led participants to answer
incorrectly. On the easiest trials (a ratio of 25:8),
for example, the model predicts near perfect performance. But participants might sometimes press
the wrong button or blink, reducing their ceiling
level of performance even on ordinarily easy trials.
The parameter g is meant to capture this reduced
ceiling.
In the two-parameter model, the rate of correct
responses is computed the same way as in the original model, but it is multiplied by 1 − g (i.e., the
percentage of time participants are answering using
their Approximate Number System) and 2g is added
to this product (to account for the fact that only half
of the error function is being plotted). Using this
updated equation and maximum likelihood estimation on the binned data, w and g were fit for participants in the more condition (w = 0.18, g = 2.5%)
as well as for participants in the most condition
(w = 0.22, g = 5%). These parameters were used to
generate Figure 4B.
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